


ZNO1034

• 12 Pages: 8 blank pages for free-form art  - 2 dot-grid pages for structured drawings  - 2 lined pages for handwriting
• Create colorful drawings with crayons, markers, colored pencils, and even paint.
• Use the Rocketbook app to capture vibrant images of your art, even transform multiple drawings into awesome 
animated GIFs.
• And with the stroke of a crayon, you instantly text message your art to friends or family, or save them forever in 
popular cloud services, likeGoogle Drive, Dropbox or iCloud.
• Plus, the Rocketbook Color is endlessly reusable. Create, rinse... and repeat.
Crayola is not included

SIZE  8.5in x 11in
MATERIAL PVC

Rocketbook Everlast - Lettersize
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Rocketbook Color

Rocketbook Mini

ZNO1037

ZNO1040

 • 12 Pages: 8 blank pages for free-form art  - 2 dot-grid pages for structured drawings  - 2 lined pages for handwriting
• Create colorful drawings with crayons, markers, colored pencils, and even paint.
• Use the Rocketbook app to capture vibrant images of your art, even transform multiple drawings into awesome 
animated GIFs.
• And with the stroke of a crayon, you instantly text message your art to friends or family, or save them forever in 
popular cloud services, likeGoogle Drive, Dropbox or iCloud.
• Plus, the Rocketbook Color is endlessly reusable. Create, rinse... and repeat.
Crayola is not included

SIZE 8in x 9.5in
MATERIAL PVC

The Everlast Mini is a pocket-sized notebook built for the digital age. Although it feels like a traditional notebook, the 
Everlast Mini is endlessly reusable and connects to all of your favorite cloud services.Like the original Everlast, when 
you write using any pen from the Pilot Frixion line, your writing bonds to the Everlast Mini pages like regular paper. But 
add a drop of water and the entire notebook erases like magic.The Everlast Mini also works with the Rocketbook App 
in a ne  an  uni ue ay  So before your notes go o  the Mini  scan them using your Rocketbook pp  an  store them 
online perfectly organized.

SIZE 3.5in x 5.6in
MATERIAL PVC
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ROCKETBOOK EVERLAST - EXECUTIVE

ZNO1034

• 12 Pages: 8 blank pages for free-form art  - 2 dot-grid pages for structured drawings  - 2 lined pages for handwriting
• Create colorful drawings with crayons, markers, colored pencils, and even paint.
• Use the Rocketbook app to capture vibrant images of your art, even transform multiple drawings into awesome 
animated GIFs.
• And with the stroke of a crayon, you instantly text message your art to friends or family, or save them forever in 
popular cloud services, likeGoogle Drive, Dropbox or iCloud.
• Plus, the Rocketbook Color is endlessly reusable. Create, rinse... and repeat.
Crayola is not included

SIZE 6in x 8.8in
MATERIAL PVC

Scan And Save Your Notes To Cloud Drives
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